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• CAS are collections of entities interacting 

with each other and the environment in 

such a way that the overall behavior 

cannot be understood by analyzing each 

agent in isolation

• Modeling CAS raises challenges:

– The overall behavior requires building the 

“product space” of the individual state spaces

– State explosion makes the analysis 

unfeasible in real-world situations

Collective Adaptive Systems



• Focus on quantitative properties of CAS

• Standard techniques for quantitative 
analysis do not scale with large 
populations of individuals 
(see e.g. the lectures of Nicolas/Luca and 
Jane/Michele)

• Abstractions are more compact 
representations that preserve some of the 
original behavior
(see e.g. Vashti’s lecture for spatial 
abstractions)

Quantitative abstractions



• Ecology is a prime domain of (natural) CAS

– Populations of individuals interact with each 

other and adapt to the external environment

– Different kinds of individuals may have 

conflicting objectives (e.g., predators vs preys)

• Abstractions are needed

to cope with multiple 

scales in time and space

Motivating examples



• In physics, cellular automata are a basic model 
based on interaction rules between simple 
neighboring agents  (see Vashti’s lecture)

• Abstraction recover overall dynamics ignoring low-
level details

Motivating examples

cause it is capable of emulating all computations done by
other computing devices in general and CA in particular. As
a consequence it is also undecidable !15".

We found several ways to coarse-grain rule 110. Using
N=6, it is possible to project the 64 possible supercell states
onto an alphabet of 63 symbols. Figures 6#a$ and 6#b$ show
a trajectory of rule 110 and the corresponding trajectory of
the coarse-grained 63 states CA. A more impressive reduc-
tion in the alphabet size is obtained by going to larger values
of N. For N=7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12 we found an alphabet
reduction of 6/128, 22/256, 67/512, 182/1024, 463/2048,
and 1131/4096, respectively. Only irrelevant DOF are elimi-
nated in those transitions. Figure 6#c$ shows the percentage
of reduced states as a function of the supercell size N. We
expect this behavior to persist for larger values of N.

Another important coarse-graining of rule 110 that we
found is the transition to rule 0. Rule 0 has the trivial dy-
namics where all initial states evolve to the null configura-
tion in a single time step. The transition to rule 0 is possible
because many cell sequences cannot appear in the long-time

trajectories of rule 110. For example, the sequence
!" ! "! is a so-called “Garden of Eden” of rule 110. It
cannot be generated by rule 110 and can only appear in the
initial state. Coarse-graining by rule 0 is achieved in this case
using N=5 and projecting !" ! "! to " and all other five
cell combinations to !. Another example is the sequence
!" ! " " ! ! ! " " ! !". This sequence is a Garden
of Eden of the N=13 supercell version of rule 110. It can
appear only in the first 12 time steps of rule 110 but no later.
Coarse-graining by rule 0 is achieved in this case using N
=13 and projecting !" ! " " ! ! ! " " ! !" to "
and all other 13-cell combinations to !. These examples are
important because they show that even though rule 110 is
undecidable it has decidable and predictable coarse-grained
aspects #however trivial$. To our knowledge rule 110 is the
only proven undecidable elementary CA, and therefore this
is the only #proven$ example of undecidable to decidable
transition that we found within the elementary CA family.

It is interesting to note that the number of Garden of Eden
states in supercell versions of rule 110 grows very rapidly

FIG. 5. Coarse-graining of rule 184 by a three-state CA. #a$ shows a trajectory of rule 184. #b$ shows the corresponding trajectory of the
coarse-grained CA with gray denoting the density-1/2 symbol !. #c$ shows the percentage of supercell states that can be eliminated when
coarse graining rule 184 with different supercell sizes N.

N. ISRAELI AND N. GOLDENFELD PHYSICAL REVIEW E 73, 026203 #2006$

026203-10

Israeli, Godenfeld. Phys. Rev. E 73, 026203 2006 



• In systems biology, combinatorial 

explosion arises from the mechanistic 

modeling of protein interaction networks

Motivating examples
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• Ordinary differential equations (ODEs) are 
popular in CAS modeling:

– Ecology, epidemiology: populations of 
individuals

– Systems biology: concentrations of complexes

– Control engineering: pressure, temperature,…

– Computer science:

• Transient probability distribution of a Markov chain 
is described by a (large) linear ODE system

• Fluid approximations provide more compact 
(typically non-linear) ODE models of Markov 
population processes [Hillston’05]

Quantitative analysis of CAS



1. Brief intro to ODEs

2. Abstraction through ODE reduction
(orthogonal to other approaches that interpolate ODEs as 

PDEs for spatial limits, see e.g. Vashti’s lecture)

– Symbolic differential equivalences

– (Structural) bisimulations for reaction 

networks

3. Perspectives and open challenges

4. Case studies with ERODE (A. Vandin)

Lecture overview



ODEs: minimal introduction 

dx1(t)

dt

= f1(x1(t), . . . , xn(t))

dx2(t)

dt

= f2(x1(t), . . . , xn(t))

. . .

dxn(t)

dt

= fn(x1(t), . . . , xn(t))

ẋ1 = f1(x)

ẋ2 = f2(x)

. . .

ẋn = fn(x)

also written

First-order explicit system of ordinary differential equations

t

xi(t)
fi(x1(t̄), . . . , xn(t̄))

t̄

xi(0)

Initial value problem:

Find the trajectories

that satisfy the

ODEs when starting 

from  

xi(t)

xi(0)



ODEs: minimal introduction 

dx1(t)

dt

= f1(x1(t), . . . , xn(t))

dx2(t)

dt

= f2(x1(t), . . . , xn(t))

. . .

dxn(t)

dt

= fn(x1(t), . . . , xn(t))

ẋ1 = f1(x)

ẋ2 = f2(x)

. . .

ẋn = fn(x)

also written

First-order explicit system of ordinary differential equations

Solution (exists and is unique in our models):

dxi(t)

dt

⇡ xi(t+�t)� xi(t)

�t

xi(t+�t) ⇡ xi(t) +�t · fi(x1(t), . . . , xn(t))



Problem statement

dx1(t)

dt

= f1(x1(t), . . . , xn(t))

dx2(t)

dt

= f2(x1(t), . . . , xn(t))

. . .

dxn(t)

dt

= fn(x1(t), . . . , xn(t))

ẋ1 = f1(x)

ẋ2 = f2(x)

. . .

ẋn = fn(x)

also written

First-order explicit system of ordinary differential equations

• In many cases, n can be very large (e.g., 

order of millions)

• Numerical solution may become 

computationally prohibitive

xi(t+�t) ⇡ xi(t) +�t · fi(x1(t), . . . , xn(t))



A lower dimensional ODE that preserves 

“some” of the original dynamics

Abstraction through reduction

ẋ1 = f1(x)

ẋ2 = f2(x)

. . .

ẋn = fn(x)

ẏ1 = g1(y)

. . .

ẏm = gm(y)

m ⌧ n

Nonlinear ODEs

Automatic

Scalable

Exact



A partition of the variables yielding an 

equation for each block (sum of variables)

Forward equivalence

ẋ1 = �x1 + x2 � 3x1x3 + 4x4

ẋ2 = +x1 � x2 � 3x2x3 + 4x5

ẋ3 = �3x1x3 + 4x4 � 3x2x3 + 4x5

ẋ4 = +3x1x3 � 4x4

ẋ5 = +3x2x3 � 4x5

ẏ1 = �3y1y2 + 4y3

ẏ2 = �3y1y2 + 4y3

ẏ3 = +3y1y2 � 4y3

�
{x1, x2}, {x3}, {x4, x5}
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Equivalent variables have the same solutions 

at all time points

Backward equivalence

y1 y2
ẋ1 = �min(x1, x2) + x3

ẋ2 = �min(x1, x2) + x3

ẋ3 = +min(x1, x2)� 2x3

ẏ1 = �y1 + y2

ẏ2 = +y1 � 2y2

�
{x1, x2}, {x3}
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Language-driven reasoning
IDOL: Intermediate Drift-oriented 

Language [POPL’16]

• ODEs covered:

§ Polynomials of any degree

§ Rational expressions

§ Minima/maxima

§ …

• Forward/backward equivalences 

are fully characterized
• Symbolic partition refinement via 

an SMT encoding

CTMCs CRNs Process 
Algebra

IDOL
model

Sec. 4.1

Sec. 2.1

IDOL
quotient

ODE Quotient 
ODE

FDE Sec. 2.2

Sec. 4.2 Sec. 4.3

BDE Sec. 2.3

Theorem 1

Theorem 3

Figure 1. Paper overview.

est that cannot be reduced by forward bisimulation; and (ii) the
symbolic implementation of BDE may empirically provide faster
answers than the specialized partition-refinement algorithm.

Process algebra. Our last application is a fragment of Hillston’s
PEPA [46]. This is a stochastic process algebra which has been
more recently equipped also with an ODE semantics with nonlinear
minimum-based drifts that approximate the average evolution of
underlying CTMCs with massively parallel computations [42, 47,
76]. We take PEPA as the representative of a family of languages
for the quantitative evaluation of computing systems — indeed it
is expressive enough to cover the semantics of a popular class of
queuing networks [75] and Petri nets [39]. We show that recently
proposed behavioral equivalences for PEPA [49, 77] are special,
language-specific cases of our differential equivalences.

Summary. Figure 1 provides a pictorial representation of the
structure and main results of this paper. All the CRN experiments
herein reported are replicable using a prototypal implementation
available at http://sysma.imtlucca.it/erode.

Further related work. We are not aware of general automated
approaches to ODE equivalences as done in this paper, though
there is a large literature of techniques in domain-specific situations.
The combinatorial explosion of CRN biochemical models has
spurred considerable research in this area, e.g., [15, 16, 20, 24,
25, 28, 35, 36]. The fragmentation approach for  identifies a
coarse-grained ODE system for models with mass-action semantics
through sums of variables; this is weaker than an equivalence
relation over species, because one variable may appear in more
than one block (a fragment) [28, 36]. Using the terminology of [63],
fragmentation is a form of improper lumping, as opposed to our
differential equivalences where species belong to a single block. As
such it can still be seen as an ODE aggregation obtained through
a transformation of the variables by a linear matrix, for which the
general theory is well established (see [2, 63, 74]) but no general
algorithms for computing the largest equivalences are available.

SMT has become a cornerstone in the programming languages
and in the verification community, with contributions to program
synthesis [41], constraint programming [54], and symbolic optimiza-
tion [58]. The combination of SMT and equivalence relations has
been the subject of recent investigations. In [9] partition-refinement
algorithms are proposed to compute equivalences between terms
over arbitrary theories inferred from a set of axioms. Applied to
our context, these partition-refinement algorithms could be used to
check if a candidate partition is a differential equivalence, but not to
compute the largest equivalence for an IDOL program. In [32] the
authors present an SMT-based approach for the computation of the
coarsest ordinary lumpable partition of a Markov chain, but for a
fragment of the PRISM language [55].

Finally, links between ODEs and SMT are established in the for-
mal verification community, especially for hybrid systems (e.g., [40,
59, 69]); however none of these works considers ODE comparisons
and minimizations through equivalence relations. Still at the in-

terface between control theory and computer science, the idea of
bisimulation for dynamical systems has been developed in a series of
works by Pappas and coauthors [65] and van der Schaft [79]. These
works are similar in spirit to ours, but the setting is different because
the focus is on control systems, i.e., dynamical systems with internal
states, external inputs, and output maps. In that context, bisimulation
relates internal states mapped to the same output, i.e., they cannot
be told apart by an external observer. The largest bisimulation is
therefore related to the maximal unobservability subspace of a con-
trol system (e.g., [79, Corollary 6.4]) while our largest differential
equivalences provide the coarsest partition of ODE variables that
preserves the dynamics.

2. Intermediate Drift Oriented Language
We first introduce IDOL as a language to define a class of ODEs.
More precisely, IDOL can describe nonlinear, first-order, au-
tonomous, and explicit finite systems of coupled ODEs. Then, we
present the notions of FDE and BDE as equivalence relations over
IDOL variables, with their characterizations in terms of properties
enjoyed by the underlying semantics.

2.1 Syntax and Semantics
Definition 1 (IDOL syntax). The syntax of programs of the inter-
mediate drift oriented language (IDOL) is given by

p ::= " | ẋi = f, p

f ::= n | xi | f + f | f · f | f 1
m ,

where xi 2 V and n,m 2 Z and m 6= 0.

The set V represents ODE variables. A program is a list of
elements ẋi = f where each element gives the drift f for ODE
of the variable xi. Given an IDOL program p, we define Vp =

{x1, . . . , xn} as the set of variables in p. We say that p is well-
formed if for every xi 2 Vp there exists a unique term ẋi = f in
p. We denote its drift by fi. From now on we assume to work with
well-formed programs only. Finally, we remark that the restriction
to integer parameters allows us to encode rationals, which is without
loss of generality in practice (e.g., [4]).

Although some results presented below hold for richer classes of
ODE systems, drifts expressible in IDOL form a class for which our
differential equivalences are decidable. Despite the minimality of
IDOL, it is possible to encode frequently used dynamics such as:

• the law of mass action, with drifts such as x1 · x2;
• the Hill kinetics for CRNs, with drifts such as x2

1/(1 + x2
1);

• and the minimum function for threshold based drifts, where

min(x1, x2) :=
1

2

(x1+x2�|x1�x2|), with |x| := (x·x) 1
2 .

For the semantics of IDOL, we interpret each term fi in a
standard way, as a real function of real variables on an appropriate
domain, D(fi) ✓ RVp , where the function is well-defined, i.e., with
no division by zero or negative arguments in roots. We denote by
� an assignment of variables in p, thus � 2 RVp . The semantics of
IDOL depends on a context: this is a pair c = (T, �̂) that contains a
time horizon T > 0 and an initial assignment �̂. The semantics of a
program p is a function that maps the variables Vp to a continuous
trajectory JxKpc : [0;T ] ! RVp that describes the time course of
every variable when starting from a given initial assignment �̂. In
other words, JxiKpc(t) is the value of the variable xi at time t when
JxiKpc(0) = �̂(xi).

Reaction Networks

[CONCUR’15, TACAS’16]

• Multivariate polynomials of 

degree at most two
• Bisimulations over the ”species” 

of the reaction network

• Forward bisimulation is a 

sufficient condition only

• Backward bisimulation fully 

characterized

• Polynomial partition refinement

xi + xj
k1�! xi + xj + xk

xi
k2�! xi + xj

; k3�! xi



Language-driven reasoning
IDOL: Intermediate Drift-oriented 

Language [POPL’16]
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est that cannot be reduced by forward bisimulation; and (ii) the
symbolic implementation of BDE may empirically provide faster
answers than the specialized partition-refinement algorithm.

Process algebra. Our last application is a fragment of Hillston’s
PEPA [46]. This is a stochastic process algebra which has been
more recently equipped also with an ODE semantics with nonlinear
minimum-based drifts that approximate the average evolution of
underlying CTMCs with massively parallel computations [42, 47,
76]. We take PEPA as the representative of a family of languages
for the quantitative evaluation of computing systems — indeed it
is expressive enough to cover the semantics of a popular class of
queuing networks [75] and Petri nets [39]. We show that recently
proposed behavioral equivalences for PEPA [49, 77] are special,
language-specific cases of our differential equivalences.

Summary. Figure 1 provides a pictorial representation of the
structure and main results of this paper. All the CRN experiments
herein reported are replicable using a prototypal implementation
available at http://sysma.imtlucca.it/erode.

Further related work. We are not aware of general automated
approaches to ODE equivalences as done in this paper, though
there is a large literature of techniques in domain-specific situations.
The combinatorial explosion of CRN biochemical models has
spurred considerable research in this area, e.g., [15, 16, 20, 24,
25, 28, 35, 36]. The fragmentation approach for  identifies a
coarse-grained ODE system for models with mass-action semantics
through sums of variables; this is weaker than an equivalence
relation over species, because one variable may appear in more
than one block (a fragment) [28, 36]. Using the terminology of [63],
fragmentation is a form of improper lumping, as opposed to our
differential equivalences where species belong to a single block. As
such it can still be seen as an ODE aggregation obtained through
a transformation of the variables by a linear matrix, for which the
general theory is well established (see [2, 63, 74]) but no general
algorithms for computing the largest equivalences are available.

SMT has become a cornerstone in the programming languages
and in the verification community, with contributions to program
synthesis [41], constraint programming [54], and symbolic optimiza-
tion [58]. The combination of SMT and equivalence relations has
been the subject of recent investigations. In [9] partition-refinement
algorithms are proposed to compute equivalences between terms
over arbitrary theories inferred from a set of axioms. Applied to
our context, these partition-refinement algorithms could be used to
check if a candidate partition is a differential equivalence, but not to
compute the largest equivalence for an IDOL program. In [32] the
authors present an SMT-based approach for the computation of the
coarsest ordinary lumpable partition of a Markov chain, but for a
fragment of the PRISM language [55].

Finally, links between ODEs and SMT are established in the for-
mal verification community, especially for hybrid systems (e.g., [40,
59, 69]); however none of these works considers ODE comparisons
and minimizations through equivalence relations. Still at the in-

terface between control theory and computer science, the idea of
bisimulation for dynamical systems has been developed in a series of
works by Pappas and coauthors [65] and van der Schaft [79]. These
works are similar in spirit to ours, but the setting is different because
the focus is on control systems, i.e., dynamical systems with internal
states, external inputs, and output maps. In that context, bisimulation
relates internal states mapped to the same output, i.e., they cannot
be told apart by an external observer. The largest bisimulation is
therefore related to the maximal unobservability subspace of a con-
trol system (e.g., [79, Corollary 6.4]) while our largest differential
equivalences provide the coarsest partition of ODE variables that
preserves the dynamics.

2. Intermediate Drift Oriented Language
We first introduce IDOL as a language to define a class of ODEs.
More precisely, IDOL can describe nonlinear, first-order, au-
tonomous, and explicit finite systems of coupled ODEs. Then, we
present the notions of FDE and BDE as equivalence relations over
IDOL variables, with their characterizations in terms of properties
enjoyed by the underlying semantics.

2.1 Syntax and Semantics
Definition 1 (IDOL syntax). The syntax of programs of the inter-
mediate drift oriented language (IDOL) is given by

p ::= " | ẋi = f, p

f ::= n | xi | f + f | f · f | f 1
m ,

where xi 2 V and n,m 2 Z and m 6= 0.

The set V represents ODE variables. A program is a list of
elements ẋi = f where each element gives the drift f for ODE
of the variable xi. Given an IDOL program p, we define Vp =

{x1, . . . , xn} as the set of variables in p. We say that p is well-
formed if for every xi 2 Vp there exists a unique term ẋi = f in
p. We denote its drift by fi. From now on we assume to work with
well-formed programs only. Finally, we remark that the restriction
to integer parameters allows us to encode rationals, which is without
loss of generality in practice (e.g., [4]).

Although some results presented below hold for richer classes of
ODE systems, drifts expressible in IDOL form a class for which our
differential equivalences are decidable. Despite the minimality of
IDOL, it is possible to encode frequently used dynamics such as:

• the law of mass action, with drifts such as x1 · x2;
• the Hill kinetics for CRNs, with drifts such as x2

1/(1 + x2
1);

• and the minimum function for threshold based drifts, where

min(x1, x2) :=
1

2

(x1+x2�|x1�x2|), with |x| := (x·x) 1
2 .

For the semantics of IDOL, we interpret each term fi in a
standard way, as a real function of real variables on an appropriate
domain, D(fi) ✓ RVp , where the function is well-defined, i.e., with
no division by zero or negative arguments in roots. We denote by
� an assignment of variables in p, thus � 2 RVp . The semantics of
IDOL depends on a context: this is a pair c = (T, �̂) that contains a
time horizon T > 0 and an initial assignment �̂. The semantics of a
program p is a function that maps the variables Vp to a continuous
trajectory JxKpc : [0;T ] ! RVp that describes the time course of
every variable when starting from a given initial assignment �̂. In
other words, JxiKpc(t) is the value of the variable xi at time t when
JxiKpc(0) = �̂(xi).

Reaction Networks

[CONCUR’15, TACAS’16]
xi + xj

k1�! xi + xj + xk

xi
k2�! xi + xj

; k3�! xi

Scalability

Expressiveness/Completeness



• Forward bisimulation
• Backward bisimulation
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est that cannot be reduced by forward bisimulation; and (ii) the
symbolic implementation of BDE may empirically provide faster
answers than the specialized partition-refinement algorithm.

Process algebra. Our last application is a fragment of Hillston’s
PEPA [46]. This is a stochastic process algebra which has been
more recently equipped also with an ODE semantics with nonlinear
minimum-based drifts that approximate the average evolution of
underlying CTMCs with massively parallel computations [42, 47,
76]. We take PEPA as the representative of a family of languages
for the quantitative evaluation of computing systems — indeed it
is expressive enough to cover the semantics of a popular class of
queuing networks [75] and Petri nets [39]. We show that recently
proposed behavioral equivalences for PEPA [49, 77] are special,
language-specific cases of our differential equivalences.

Summary. Figure 1 provides a pictorial representation of the
structure and main results of this paper. All the CRN experiments
herein reported are replicable using a prototypal implementation
available at http://sysma.imtlucca.it/erode.

Further related work. We are not aware of general automated
approaches to ODE equivalences as done in this paper, though
there is a large literature of techniques in domain-specific situations.
The combinatorial explosion of CRN biochemical models has
spurred considerable research in this area, e.g., [15, 16, 20, 24,
25, 28, 35, 36]. The fragmentation approach for  identifies a
coarse-grained ODE system for models with mass-action semantics
through sums of variables; this is weaker than an equivalence
relation over species, because one variable may appear in more
than one block (a fragment) [28, 36]. Using the terminology of [63],
fragmentation is a form of improper lumping, as opposed to our
differential equivalences where species belong to a single block. As
such it can still be seen as an ODE aggregation obtained through
a transformation of the variables by a linear matrix, for which the
general theory is well established (see [2, 63, 74]) but no general
algorithms for computing the largest equivalences are available.

SMT has become a cornerstone in the programming languages
and in the verification community, with contributions to program
synthesis [41], constraint programming [54], and symbolic optimiza-
tion [58]. The combination of SMT and equivalence relations has
been the subject of recent investigations. In [9] partition-refinement
algorithms are proposed to compute equivalences between terms
over arbitrary theories inferred from a set of axioms. Applied to
our context, these partition-refinement algorithms could be used to
check if a candidate partition is a differential equivalence, but not to
compute the largest equivalence for an IDOL program. In [32] the
authors present an SMT-based approach for the computation of the
coarsest ordinary lumpable partition of a Markov chain, but for a
fragment of the PRISM language [55].

Finally, links between ODEs and SMT are established in the for-
mal verification community, especially for hybrid systems (e.g., [40,
59, 69]); however none of these works considers ODE comparisons
and minimizations through equivalence relations. Still at the in-

terface between control theory and computer science, the idea of
bisimulation for dynamical systems has been developed in a series of
works by Pappas and coauthors [65] and van der Schaft [79]. These
works are similar in spirit to ours, but the setting is different because
the focus is on control systems, i.e., dynamical systems with internal
states, external inputs, and output maps. In that context, bisimulation
relates internal states mapped to the same output, i.e., they cannot
be told apart by an external observer. The largest bisimulation is
therefore related to the maximal unobservability subspace of a con-
trol system (e.g., [79, Corollary 6.4]) while our largest differential
equivalences provide the coarsest partition of ODE variables that
preserves the dynamics.

2. Intermediate Drift Oriented Language
We first introduce IDOL as a language to define a class of ODEs.
More precisely, IDOL can describe nonlinear, first-order, au-
tonomous, and explicit finite systems of coupled ODEs. Then, we
present the notions of FDE and BDE as equivalence relations over
IDOL variables, with their characterizations in terms of properties
enjoyed by the underlying semantics.

2.1 Syntax and Semantics
Definition 1 (IDOL syntax). The syntax of programs of the inter-
mediate drift oriented language (IDOL) is given by

p ::= " | ẋi = f, p

f ::= n | xi | f + f | f · f | f 1
m ,

where xi 2 V and n,m 2 Z and m 6= 0.

The set V represents ODE variables. A program is a list of
elements ẋi = f where each element gives the drift f for ODE
of the variable xi. Given an IDOL program p, we define Vp =

{x1, . . . , xn} as the set of variables in p. We say that p is well-
formed if for every xi 2 Vp there exists a unique term ẋi = f in
p. We denote its drift by fi. From now on we assume to work with
well-formed programs only. Finally, we remark that the restriction
to integer parameters allows us to encode rationals, which is without
loss of generality in practice (e.g., [4]).

Although some results presented below hold for richer classes of
ODE systems, drifts expressible in IDOL form a class for which our
differential equivalences are decidable. Despite the minimality of
IDOL, it is possible to encode frequently used dynamics such as:

• the law of mass action, with drifts such as x1 · x2;
• the Hill kinetics for CRNs, with drifts such as x2

1/(1 + x2
1);

• and the minimum function for threshold based drifts, where

min(x1, x2) :=
1

2

(x1+x2�|x1�x2|), with |x| := (x·x) 1
2 .

For the semantics of IDOL, we interpret each term fi in a
standard way, as a real function of real variables on an appropriate
domain, D(fi) ✓ RVp , where the function is well-defined, i.e., with
no division by zero or negative arguments in roots. We denote by
� an assignment of variables in p, thus � 2 RVp . The semantics of
IDOL depends on a context: this is a pair c = (T, �̂) that contains a
time horizon T > 0 and an initial assignment �̂. The semantics of a
program p is a function that maps the variables Vp to a continuous
trajectory JxKpc : [0;T ] ! RVp that describes the time course of
every variable when starting from a given initial assignment �̂. In
other words, JxiKpc(t) is the value of the variable xi at time t when
JxiKpc(0) = �̂(xi).

Reaction Networks
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• Forward equivalence

• Backward equivalence

xi + xj
k1�! xi + xj + xk

xi
k2�! xi + xj

; k3�! xi

This lecture:



• Basic idea:

– An assignment                  is uniform on a 

partition of variables if it has equal values for 

equivalent variables.

• is uniform on 

– Theorem: A partition of variables is a 

backward equivalence iff for any uniform 

assignment its derivative is also uniform 

– Encode this condition in first-order logic!
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equivalence that refines a given 

partition of variables.
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Transition diagram Transition matrix

Equations of motion
(linear ODE system) 

d⇡i(t)

dt
= qii⇡i(t) +

X

j 6=i

qji⇡j(t)

flux out flux in



• Set                          the state space of a 

CTMC with matrix 

• A partition of

is ordinarily lumpable if for any pair of 

blocks        and any two states

• These common values form the lumped 
CTMC 

Ordinary lumpability
Z = {1, . . . , n}

Q = (qij)1i,jn

X = {X1, . . . , XN} Z

I, J i1, i2 2 I

qi1J = qi2J , qiJ :=
P

j2XJ
qij



A special case of forward equivalence:

• Let                                        be the 

solution of the original CTMC

• Let                                       be the 

solution of the lumped CTMC

• Set

• Then we have

Ordinary lumpability

⇡(t) = (⇡1(t), . . . ,⇡n(t))

⇧Xi(t) :=
P

j2Xi
⇡j(t)

⇡̂(t) = (⇡̂1(t), . . . ⇡̂N (t))

⇡̂i(0) = ⇧Xi(0) =) ⇡̂i(t) = ⇧Xi(t)

[Buchholz’94]



Example Revisited

Q =

2

664

(I, I) (I,W ) (W , I) (W ,W )

(I, I) �2� � � 0
(I,W ) µ �(µ+ �) 0 �
(W , I) µ 0 �(µ+ �) �
(W ,W ) 0 µ/2 µ/2 �µ

3

775

QN =

2

4

(2, 0) (1, 1) (0, 2)
(2, 0) �2� 2� 0
(1, 1) µ �(µ+ �) �
(0, 2) 0 µ �µ

3

5

Are Q and QN modelling the same process?

Yes, in the sense of ordinary lumpability.
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Example

(Symmetry reduction for Markov chains)

Idle

Working

Think time

Service



• The criterion

is structural but it implies aggregation at 

the ODE level 

• Idea: Can we find an analogous structural 

criterion for a more general class of ODE 

systems?

Ordinary lumpability

qi1J = qi2J , qiJ :=
P

j2XJ
qij



• Defined for reaction networks (RN) with at most 

two reagents in each reaction:

ODEs via reaction networks

through mass-action semantics



Based on quantities from the RN syntax

Forward bisimulationForward Bisimulation. FB induces a partition associating an ODE with each block,
representing the sum of the species in that block. It is defined in terms of reaction and
production rates.
Definition 1 (Reaction and Production rates). Let (S,R) be an RN, X,Y 2 S, and
⇢ 2 S [ {;}. The ⇢-reaction rate of X , and the ⇢-production rate of Y-elements by X
are defined respectively as

crr[X, ⇢] := (⇢(X) + 1)

X

X+⇢
↵��!⇡2R

↵, pr(X,Y, ⇢) := (⇢(X) + 1)

X

X+⇢
↵��!⇡2R

↵ · ⇡(Y )

Finally, for H ✓ S we define pr[X,H, ⇢] :=
P

Y 2H pr(X,Y, ⇢).

Definition 2. Let (S,R) be an RN, R an equivalence relation over S and H = S/R.
Then, R is a forward RN bisimulation (FB) if for all (X,Y ) 2 R, all ⇢ 2 S [ {;}, and
all H 2 H it holds that

crr[X, ⇢] = crr[Y, ⇢] and pr[X,H, ⇢] = pr[Y,H, ⇢] (1)

For instance, it can be shown that HF = {{A,B}, {C}, {D}, {E}} for Example 1 is
an FB. Indeed, the ODEs can be reduced by writing them in terms of VAB := VA + VB :
˙VAB = �↵VABVC + �VC + �VD

˙VC = ��VC
˙VD = ��VD

˙VE = ↵VABVC

Backward Bisimulation. BB leads to partitions where species in the same block have
the same solution when starting with the same initial condition. It is defined according
to the notion of flux rates.

Definition 3 (Cumulative flux rate). Let (S,R) be an RN, X 2 S, ⇢ 2 MS(S), and
M ✓ MS(S). Then, we define

fr(X, ⇢) :=
X

⇢
↵��!⇡2R

(⇡(X)� ⇢(X)) · ↵, fr[X,M] :=

X

⇢2M
fr(X, ⇢).

We call fr(X, ⇢) and fr[X,M] ⇢-flux rate and cumulative M-flux rate of X , respectively.

Definition 4. Let (S,R) be an RN, R an equivalence relation over S, and H = S/R.
Then, R is a backward RN bisimulation (BB) if for any (X,Y ) 2 R it holds that

fr[X,M] = fr[Y,M] for all M 2 {⇢ | ⇢ ↵��! ⇡ 2 R}/ ⇡H,

where any two ⇢,� 2 MS(S) satisfy ⇢ ⇡H � when
P

Y 2H ⇢(Y ) =

P

Y 2H �(Y ) for
all H 2 H.

It can be shown that HB = {{A,B}, {C,D}, {E}} is a BB for the running example.
Indeed, it is easy to see that VA(t) = VB(t) and VC(t) = VD(t) at all time points t � 0

whenever VA(0) = VB(0) and VC(0) = VD(0). So, one can remove the ODEs of
˙VB , ˙VD and replace each VB with VA and each VD by VC , yielding the reduced ODE:

˙VA = �↵VAVC + �VC
˙VC = ��VC

˙VE = 2↵VAVC

In [11] it is discussed how to additionally obtain a reduced network up to a bisimulation
H, having one species per block of H. For example, it can be shown that HF induces the
FB-reduced RN SF

e = {A,C,D,E} and RF
e ={A+ C

↵��! C + E,C
���! A,D

���!
A}.
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˙VE = 2↵VAVC

In [11] it is discussed how to additionally obtain a reduced network up to a bisimulation
H, having one species per block of H. For example, it can be shown that HF induces the
FB-reduced RN SF

e = {A,C,D,E} and RF
e ={A+ C

↵��! C + E,C
���! A,D

���!
A}.

4

For X,Y in a block, for all blocks H and partners ⇢:

It corresponds to ordinary lumpability for RNs that represent a Markov chain



Bisimulations: algorithm
Initial partition 

After pre-partitioning for crr



First iteration



Second iteration



Third iteration

Time Complexity: O(mn log n)



Third iteration

Based on [Derisavi et al., 2003]

and [Valmari & Franceschinis, 2010]
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Figure 3: Network morphisms. Solid arrows are both structural homomorphisms and stoichiomorphisms, implying kinetic 
emulation similarly to Figure 1. The species mapping is indicated under each arrow; the reaction mapping is the associated 
homomorphic projection that simply respects the species mapping. 

AM The Approximate Majority (AM) network [3] is the quintessential population switch, with two stable 
steady states that are resistant to large perturbations, and with asymptotically optimal convergence 
speed to steady state: O(log n) with high probability, where n is the number of molecules in a stochastic 
interpretation of the kinetics [12,24(A.4)]. The exact interaction pattern of AM can be found in 
epigenetic switches of DNA methylation and acetylation [22]. 

MI The MI network is the basic mutual inhibition network discussed in Background along with QI; its basic 
pattern can be found in many biological networks, at least in simplified form [15,16,19,21]. The 
morphisms from QI to MI and from MI to AM are detailed in Annex 3. 

SI The SI network is another mutual inhibition network between two species, but with a different pattern 
than MI. This network exhibits the basic pattern of Septation Initiation networks [17(Fig.1A)] where 
two antagonists, instead of promoting themselves, are doubly active in opposing their antagonist. The 
SI network is closer in kinetics to AM: it has exactly the same steady states as AM, while MI has an 
additional class of unstable steady states (see Annex 4). QI morphs into SI, but by a less obvious 
mapping than into MI.  

CCr The CCr network is closely related to the G9/? cell cycle switch [27]: the two right-hand-side loops 
form the classical double-positive and double-negative feedbacks, which as shown in [3] approximate 
AM kinetics and switching performance (but not exactly). The additional left-hand-side loops regulate 
; and <, allowing the mapping to be a true emulation and to yield an exact match to AM kinetics.  

GW The extra regulation in CCr is provided in modern versions of the cell cycle switch network, less directly, 
by extra species and feedbacks. These are now thought to be necessary for proper biological function: 
an example is the GW network which regulates ; and < via an antagonist ! [25].  

SCr The SCr network is a version of AM where the two direct feedbacks of 6 onto itself are replaced by 
indirect feedbacks trough ; and <. The point here is that indirections (which are common in biological 
networks) can be introduced while maintaining the emulation property. 

CCr’ 
SCr’ 

The CCr’ and SCr’ networks are just variations of CCr and SCr respectively with same number of species, 
hinting that a rather large set of possibilities exists in network connectivity even after fixing the kinetics 
of a network. 

DN The DN network is a schematic Delta-Notch configuration between two neighboring cells (top and 
bottom halves). The tight coupling of each two nodes is due to, e.g., low-Notch (;) inducing high-Delta 
(") in the same cell (top half) and high-Notch conversely inducing low-Delta because of degradation 
[26]. DN emulate SI. 

QI The QI network that we previously discussed has at least two ‘facets’ in that it can emulate both CCr 
and MI, while those networks cannot emulate each other. Through CCr, QI can also emulate SI, but 
again MI and SI cannot emulate each other. We have no direct biological analog to offer for QI, but it 
can be seen as a more symmetric variation on GW, with the same number of species, where the 

Case study: adaptation as evolution

From [Cardelli’14]

“Zoo” of influence networks



• Each node    corresponds to a triplet 

of chemical species

• Each triplet gives rise to four 

chemical reactions

Influence networks: semantics

x

x0, x1, x2

inhibition activation

high lowinterm.

x0 + i

k1�! i+ x1

x1 + i

k2�! i+ x2

x2 + a

k3�! a+ x1

x1 + a

k4�! a+ x0

high output

(dashed otherwise)

y0 + z0 ! z0 + y1

y1 + z0 ! z0 + y2

y2 + y0 ! y0 + y1

y1 + y0 ! y0 + y0

z2 + z0 ! z0 + z1

z1 + z0 ! z0 + z0

z0 + y0 ! y0 + z1

z1 + y0 ! y0 + z2



• Each node    corresponds to a triplet 

of chemical species

• Each triplet gives rise to four 

chemical reactions

Influence networks: semantics

x

x0, x1, x2

inhibition activation

high lowinterm.

x0 + i

k1�! i+ x1

x1 + i

k2�! i+ x2

x2 + a

k3�! a+ x1

x1 + a

k4�! a+ x0

high output

(dashed otherwise)

dX0(t)

dt
= �k1X0(t)I(t)+

+ k4X1(t)A(t)+

+ . . .

mass-action semantics
(degree-two polynomials) 
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emulation similarly to Figure 1. The species mapping is indicated under each arrow; the reaction mapping is the associated 
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AM The Approximate Majority (AM) network [3] is the quintessential population switch, with two stable 
steady states that are resistant to large perturbations, and with asymptotically optimal convergence 
speed to steady state: O(log n) with high probability, where n is the number of molecules in a stochastic 
interpretation of the kinetics [12,24(A.4)]. The exact interaction pattern of AM can be found in 
epigenetic switches of DNA methylation and acetylation [22]. 

MI The MI network is the basic mutual inhibition network discussed in Background along with QI; its basic 
pattern can be found in many biological networks, at least in simplified form [15,16,19,21]. The 
morphisms from QI to MI and from MI to AM are detailed in Annex 3. 

SI The SI network is another mutual inhibition network between two species, but with a different pattern 
than MI. This network exhibits the basic pattern of Septation Initiation networks [17(Fig.1A)] where 
two antagonists, instead of promoting themselves, are doubly active in opposing their antagonist. The 
SI network is closer in kinetics to AM: it has exactly the same steady states as AM, while MI has an 
additional class of unstable steady states (see Annex 4). QI morphs into SI, but by a less obvious 
mapping than into MI.  

CCr The CCr network is closely related to the G9/? cell cycle switch [27]: the two right-hand-side loops 
form the classical double-positive and double-negative feedbacks, which as shown in [3] approximate 
AM kinetics and switching performance (but not exactly). The additional left-hand-side loops regulate 
; and <, allowing the mapping to be a true emulation and to yield an exact match to AM kinetics.  

GW The extra regulation in CCr is provided in modern versions of the cell cycle switch network, less directly, 
by extra species and feedbacks. These are now thought to be necessary for proper biological function: 
an example is the GW network which regulates ; and < via an antagonist ! [25].  

SCr The SCr network is a version of AM where the two direct feedbacks of 6 onto itself are replaced by 
indirect feedbacks trough ; and <. The point here is that indirections (which are common in biological 
networks) can be introduced while maintaining the emulation property. 

CCr’ 
SCr’ 

The CCr’ and SCr’ networks are just variations of CCr and SCr respectively with same number of species, 
hinting that a rather large set of possibilities exists in network connectivity even after fixing the kinetics 
of a network. 

DN The DN network is a schematic Delta-Notch configuration between two neighboring cells (top and 
bottom halves). The tight coupling of each two nodes is due to, e.g., low-Notch (;) inducing high-Delta 
(") in the same cell (top half) and high-Notch conversely inducing low-Delta because of degradation 
[26]. DN emulate SI. 

QI The QI network that we previously discussed has at least two ‘facets’ in that it can emulate both CCr 
and MI, while those networks cannot emulate each other. Through CCr, QI can also emulate SI, but 
again MI and SI cannot emulate each other. We have no direct biological analog to offer for QI, but it 
can be seen as a more symmetric variation on GW, with the same number of species, where the 

• Emulation is a mapping between species of two 

influence networks such that related species 

have equal solutions at all time points

Emulation
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steady states that are resistant to large perturbations, and with asymptotically optimal convergence 
speed to steady state: O(log n) with high probability, where n is the number of molecules in a stochastic 
interpretation of the kinetics [12,24(A.4)]. The exact interaction pattern of AM can be found in 
epigenetic switches of DNA methylation and acetylation [22]. 

MI The MI network is the basic mutual inhibition network discussed in Background along with QI; its basic 
pattern can be found in many biological networks, at least in simplified form [15,16,19,21]. The 
morphisms from QI to MI and from MI to AM are detailed in Annex 3. 

SI The SI network is another mutual inhibition network between two species, but with a different pattern 
than MI. This network exhibits the basic pattern of Septation Initiation networks [17(Fig.1A)] where 
two antagonists, instead of promoting themselves, are doubly active in opposing their antagonist. The 
SI network is closer in kinetics to AM: it has exactly the same steady states as AM, while MI has an 
additional class of unstable steady states (see Annex 4). QI morphs into SI, but by a less obvious 
mapping than into MI.  

CCr The CCr network is closely related to the G9/? cell cycle switch [27]: the two right-hand-side loops 
form the classical double-positive and double-negative feedbacks, which as shown in [3] approximate 
AM kinetics and switching performance (but not exactly). The additional left-hand-side loops regulate 
; and <, allowing the mapping to be a true emulation and to yield an exact match to AM kinetics.  

GW The extra regulation in CCr is provided in modern versions of the cell cycle switch network, less directly, 
by extra species and feedbacks. These are now thought to be necessary for proper biological function: 
an example is the GW network which regulates ; and < via an antagonist ! [25].  

SCr The SCr network is a version of AM where the two direct feedbacks of 6 onto itself are replaced by 
indirect feedbacks trough ; and <. The point here is that indirections (which are common in biological 
networks) can be introduced while maintaining the emulation property. 

CCr’ 
SCr’ 

The CCr’ and SCr’ networks are just variations of CCr and SCr respectively with same number of species, 
hinting that a rather large set of possibilities exists in network connectivity even after fixing the kinetics 
of a network. 

DN The DN network is a schematic Delta-Notch configuration between two neighboring cells (top and 
bottom halves). The tight coupling of each two nodes is due to, e.g., low-Notch (;) inducing high-Delta 
(") in the same cell (top half) and high-Notch conversely inducing low-Delta because of degradation 
[26]. DN emulate SI. 

QI The QI network that we previously discussed has at least two ‘facets’ in that it can emulate both CCr 
and MI, while those networks cannot emulate each other. Through CCr, QI can also emulate SI, but 
again MI and SI cannot emulate each other. We have no direct biological analog to offer for QI, but it 
can be seen as a more symmetric variation on GW, with the same number of species, where the 

• For example                   for MI/AM meansz,⇠y ! x

z0, y2 ! x0, z2, y0 ! x2, z1, y1 ! x1

Emulation



• For example                   for MI/AM meansz,⇠y ! x

z0, y2 ! x0, z2, y0 ! x2, z1, y1 ! x1

Emulation
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Figure 3: Network morphisms. Solid arrows are both structural homomorphisms and stoichiomorphisms, implying kinetic 
emulation similarly to Figure 1. The species mapping is indicated under each arrow; the reaction mapping is the associated 
homomorphic projection that simply respects the species mapping. 

AM The Approximate Majority (AM) network [3] is the quintessential population switch, with two stable 
steady states that are resistant to large perturbations, and with asymptotically optimal convergence 
speed to steady state: O(log n) with high probability, where n is the number of molecules in a stochastic 
interpretation of the kinetics [12,24(A.4)]. The exact interaction pattern of AM can be found in 
epigenetic switches of DNA methylation and acetylation [22]. 

MI The MI network is the basic mutual inhibition network discussed in Background along with QI; its basic 
pattern can be found in many biological networks, at least in simplified form [15,16,19,21]. The 
morphisms from QI to MI and from MI to AM are detailed in Annex 3. 

SI The SI network is another mutual inhibition network between two species, but with a different pattern 
than MI. This network exhibits the basic pattern of Septation Initiation networks [17(Fig.1A)] where 
two antagonists, instead of promoting themselves, are doubly active in opposing their antagonist. The 
SI network is closer in kinetics to AM: it has exactly the same steady states as AM, while MI has an 
additional class of unstable steady states (see Annex 4). QI morphs into SI, but by a less obvious 
mapping than into MI.  

CCr The CCr network is closely related to the G9/? cell cycle switch [27]: the two right-hand-side loops 
form the classical double-positive and double-negative feedbacks, which as shown in [3] approximate 
AM kinetics and switching performance (but not exactly). The additional left-hand-side loops regulate 
; and <, allowing the mapping to be a true emulation and to yield an exact match to AM kinetics.  

GW The extra regulation in CCr is provided in modern versions of the cell cycle switch network, less directly, 
by extra species and feedbacks. These are now thought to be necessary for proper biological function: 
an example is the GW network which regulates ; and < via an antagonist ! [25].  

SCr The SCr network is a version of AM where the two direct feedbacks of 6 onto itself are replaced by 
indirect feedbacks trough ; and <. The point here is that indirections (which are common in biological 
networks) can be introduced while maintaining the emulation property. 

CCr’ 
SCr’ 

The CCr’ and SCr’ networks are just variations of CCr and SCr respectively with same number of species, 
hinting that a rather large set of possibilities exists in network connectivity even after fixing the kinetics 
of a network. 

DN The DN network is a schematic Delta-Notch configuration between two neighboring cells (top and 
bottom halves). The tight coupling of each two nodes is due to, e.g., low-Notch (;) inducing high-Delta 
(") in the same cell (top half) and high-Notch conversely inducing low-Delta because of degradation 
[26]. DN emulate SI. 

QI The QI network that we previously discussed has at least two ‘facets’ in that it can emulate both CCr 
and MI, while those networks cannot emulate each other. Through CCr, QI can also emulate SI, but 
again MI and SI cannot emulate each other. We have no direct biological analog to offer for QI, but it 
can be seen as a more symmetric variation on GW, with the same number of species, where the 

• This can be discovered automatically by 

computing the largest backward bisimulation on 

the union chemical reaction network

Emulation
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steady states that are resistant to large perturbations, and with asymptotically optimal convergence 
speed to steady state: O(log n) with high probability, where n is the number of molecules in a stochastic 
interpretation of the kinetics [12,24(A.4)]. The exact interaction pattern of AM can be found in 
epigenetic switches of DNA methylation and acetylation [22]. 

MI The MI network is the basic mutual inhibition network discussed in Background along with QI; its basic 
pattern can be found in many biological networks, at least in simplified form [15,16,19,21]. The 
morphisms from QI to MI and from MI to AM are detailed in Annex 3. 

SI The SI network is another mutual inhibition network between two species, but with a different pattern 
than MI. This network exhibits the basic pattern of Septation Initiation networks [17(Fig.1A)] where 
two antagonists, instead of promoting themselves, are doubly active in opposing their antagonist. The 
SI network is closer in kinetics to AM: it has exactly the same steady states as AM, while MI has an 
additional class of unstable steady states (see Annex 4). QI morphs into SI, but by a less obvious 
mapping than into MI.  

CCr The CCr network is closely related to the G9/? cell cycle switch [27]: the two right-hand-side loops 
form the classical double-positive and double-negative feedbacks, which as shown in [3] approximate 
AM kinetics and switching performance (but not exactly). The additional left-hand-side loops regulate 
; and <, allowing the mapping to be a true emulation and to yield an exact match to AM kinetics.  

GW The extra regulation in CCr is provided in modern versions of the cell cycle switch network, less directly, 
by extra species and feedbacks. These are now thought to be necessary for proper biological function: 
an example is the GW network which regulates ; and < via an antagonist ! [25].  

SCr The SCr network is a version of AM where the two direct feedbacks of 6 onto itself are replaced by 
indirect feedbacks trough ; and <. The point here is that indirections (which are common in biological 
networks) can be introduced while maintaining the emulation property. 

CCr’ 
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The CCr’ and SCr’ networks are just variations of CCr and SCr respectively with same number of species, 
hinting that a rather large set of possibilities exists in network connectivity even after fixing the kinetics 
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DN The DN network is a schematic Delta-Notch configuration between two neighboring cells (top and 
bottom halves). The tight coupling of each two nodes is due to, e.g., low-Notch (;) inducing high-Delta 
(") in the same cell (top half) and high-Notch conversely inducing low-Delta because of degradation 
[26]. DN emulate SI. 

QI The QI network that we previously discussed has at least two ‘facets’ in that it can emulate both CCr 
and MI, while those networks cannot emulate each other. Through CCr, QI can also emulate SI, but 
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• Largest backward bisimulation:
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�
{z0, y2, x0}, {z2, y0, x2}, {z1, y1, x1}
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steady states that are resistant to large perturbations, and with asymptotically optimal convergence 
speed to steady state: O(log n) with high probability, where n is the number of molecules in a stochastic 
interpretation of the kinetics [12,24(A.4)]. The exact interaction pattern of AM can be found in 
epigenetic switches of DNA methylation and acetylation [22]. 

MI The MI network is the basic mutual inhibition network discussed in Background along with QI; its basic 
pattern can be found in many biological networks, at least in simplified form [15,16,19,21]. The 
morphisms from QI to MI and from MI to AM are detailed in Annex 3. 

SI The SI network is another mutual inhibition network between two species, but with a different pattern 
than MI. This network exhibits the basic pattern of Septation Initiation networks [17(Fig.1A)] where 
two antagonists, instead of promoting themselves, are doubly active in opposing their antagonist. The 
SI network is closer in kinetics to AM: it has exactly the same steady states as AM, while MI has an 
additional class of unstable steady states (see Annex 4). QI morphs into SI, but by a less obvious 
mapping than into MI.  

CCr The CCr network is closely related to the G9/? cell cycle switch [27]: the two right-hand-side loops 
form the classical double-positive and double-negative feedbacks, which as shown in [3] approximate 
AM kinetics and switching performance (but not exactly). The additional left-hand-side loops regulate 
; and <, allowing the mapping to be a true emulation and to yield an exact match to AM kinetics.  

GW The extra regulation in CCr is provided in modern versions of the cell cycle switch network, less directly, 
by extra species and feedbacks. These are now thought to be necessary for proper biological function: 
an example is the GW network which regulates ; and < via an antagonist ! [25].  

SCr The SCr network is a version of AM where the two direct feedbacks of 6 onto itself are replaced by 
indirect feedbacks trough ; and <. The point here is that indirections (which are common in biological 
networks) can be introduced while maintaining the emulation property. 

CCr’ 
SCr’ 

The CCr’ and SCr’ networks are just variations of CCr and SCr respectively with same number of species, 
hinting that a rather large set of possibilities exists in network connectivity even after fixing the kinetics 
of a network. 

DN The DN network is a schematic Delta-Notch configuration between two neighboring cells (top and 
bottom halves). The tight coupling of each two nodes is due to, e.g., low-Notch (;) inducing high-Delta 
(") in the same cell (top half) and high-Notch conversely inducing low-Delta because of degradation 
[26]. DN emulate SI. 

QI The QI network that we previously discussed has at least two ‘facets’ in that it can emulate both CCr 
and MI, while those networks cannot emulate each other. Through CCr, QI can also emulate SI, but 
again MI and SI cannot emulate each other. We have no direct biological analog to offer for QI, but it 
can be seen as a more symmetric variation on GW, with the same number of species, where the 

• Backward bisimulations found with mass-action 
assumptions carry over to other kinetic assumptions 
(Hill kinetics, checked with backward differential 
equivalence) 

Analysis with differential equivalences

[POPL’16]



Original Model Forward 
bisimulation

Forward
equivalence

ID Reactions Vars Vars Time Vars Time

M1 8620 745 745 0.65 s 105 > 2h

M2 3680 354 354 0.28 s 105 ~ 1 h

M3 4944 411 411 0.13 s 47 10 min

M4 3477 348 348 0.25 s 215 ~1.5 h

Numerical results

[POPL’16]
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• Forward bisimulation may miss reductions

[POPL’16]
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Forward
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M1 8620 745 745 0.65 s 105 > 2h

M2 3680 354 354 0.28 s 105 ~ 1 h

M3 4944 411 411 0.13 s 47 10 min

M4 3477 348 348 0.25 s 215 ~1.5 h

Numerical results

• Forward bisimulation may miss reductions

• But forward equivalence is significantly more 

time consuming

[POPL’16]



Original Model Forward 
bisimulation

Backward
bisimulation

ID Reactions Vars Vars Time Vars Time

CRN1 3,538,944 262,146 222 7.49 s 222 12 s

CRN5 194,054 14,531 10,855 0.40 s 6,634 0.6 s

CRN13 24 18 18 4 ms 7 4 ms

AFF2 8,814,880 1,270,433 160,951 ~ 10 min 639,509 ~ 3 min

Numerical results

[TACAS’16]
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Original Model Forward 
bisimulation

Backward
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ID Reactions Vars Vars Time Vars Time

CRN1 3,538,944 262,146 222 7.49 s 222 12 s

CRN5 194,054 14,531 10,855 0.40 s 6,634 0.6 s

CRN13 24 18 18 4 ms 7 4 ms

AFF2 8,814,880 1,270,433 160,951 ~ 10 min 639,509 ~ 3 min

Numerical results

[TACAS’16]

• Bisimulation algorithms scale well

(original CRN1 could not be solved on our machines)

• Forward and backward bisimulation are not comparable



• Symmetry reduction in protein interaction networks

Physical interpretations

P
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• Endocytosed complexes are equivalent when they have the 

same structure up to the conformation of the GH ligand

Physical interpretations

JAK2 Site Y1 
Site Y2 GH receptor

GH ligand
SH2-Bß
Phosphoinositide lipid

[Barua et al. ’09]



Tool support: ERODE

http://sysma.imtlucca.it/tools/erode/



• Equivalences allow to automatically reduce 

large systems of nonlinear ODE exactly
– Encoding into SMT for general case: complete 

but slower (although it can be made more 

efficient)

– Efficient partition refinement for multivariate 

polynomials of degree at most two:

• Quite a large class on its own (contains affine 

systems and mass-action CRNs)

• Sometimes nonlinear systems are handled by first 

expanding into such a class of polynomials

Discussion



• Still insisting on exact reductions:

– Extend bisimulation results to arbitrary-degree 

polynomials

– Go beyond partition refinement? It is not 

possible to encode arbitrary constraints on the 

initial partition to be refined [LICS’16]

– For the forward case, go beyond sum-of-

variables? Arbitrary linear transformations 

may give further compressions 

Discussion



• Approximate variants are highly 

desired

– Problem is how to compute error bounds a 

priori, without solving the original model first

– Some techniques for nonlinear systems have 

been developed but
1. No algorithm is available to compute candidate 

partition [DSN’13, TAC’16, Bortolussi & Gast’16] 

2. Bounds tend to be loose because only part of the 

information about the structure of the system is 

exploited [DSN’13, TAC’16] 

Discussion



• Fragmentation/lumpability in Kappa [Danos/Feret]:

domain specific 

• Exact and ordinary lumpability for Markov chains 

[Buchholz]: special case of ODE equivalences

• Lumping algorithms for Markov chains [Derisavi et al., 

Valmari & Franceschinis]: special cases of minimization 

algorithms for forward and backward RN bisimulation

• Exact lumpability in CRNs [Li & Rabitz]:

no algorithm available; forward bisimulation special case 

• Exact bisimulations for control systems [Pappas]:

preservation of the controllability subspace

• Model order reduction (MOR) techniques [Antoulas]:

mostly for linear systems, approximate without error 

bounds
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